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HEAL YOUR BODY, FEED YOUR SOUL, FREE YOUR MIND, LOVE YOUR PLANET 

TAKE CONTROL 
OF YOUR LIFE

Brett Moran 
encourages you to listen 

to the voice within

A VIEW FROM 
THE INSIDE
Y�Expert views on 
Spiritual Emergency 
and Permaculture

Learning from 
Nature’s Rhythms

Connect with the Celtic Wheel of 
the Year

Learning from 

THE REAL SITE 
OF CAMELOT
Y�Graham Phillips reveals 
the true location of
King Arthur’s Court
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NAME OF FILM TO GO HERE 
by Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Quisque varius scelerisque nunc eget rhoncus.  

Aenean tristique enim ut ante dignissim. 

consectetur adipiscing elit.  Mauris vitae libero 

volutpat viverra felis. Vestibulum velit nisl. Mauris 

luctus mauris sedem. RRP £00.00  
Y�Code: 00000000 Cygnus price: £00.00
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tristique enim ut ante dignissim. consectetur adipiscing elit.  

Mauris vitae libero lacus, vel hendrerit nisi!  Maecenas quis velit 

nisl, volutpat viverra felis. Vestibulum luctus mauris sed sem 

dapibus luctus quis velit nisl. Mauris vitae 

libero lacus, vel hendrerit nisi!  Maecenas 

quis velit nisl, volutpat viverra felis. 

Vestibulum luctus mauris sed sem dapibus 

luctus quis velit nisl.
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NAME OF WRITER XXXXX

The goal of the Cygnus Candlelight Cinemas initiative is to 
create and demonstrate a new demand for transformational 
films.  Jean-Paul Martinez, a Cygnus member, knows many 
other filmmakers like himself who are making such films. So 
he and his network are developing an international network 
of 1000 informal cinemas in village halls, pubs, and schools.  
These can be gathering spaces for all who want to see and share 
what is possible.

A candle is lit to remind us that we are all part of one source, we 
all bear that light within us, either side of the screen.  The host 
of the evening introduces the film by telling us a little about the 
filmmaker and what inspired them to make the film. We watch 
the film together and then afterwards bring our chairs into small 
groups and share what the film has revealed in us. We hope that 
through the means of these films, we can provide a space for 
you to meet like-minded folk in your locality.

THE FAIRY TRAIL 
A wonderful documentary celebrating the natural 

world, full of beautiful images of lush plant life 

and pure natural abundance. How do we relate to 

elementals, fairies and other nature spirits? The 

voices are all diverse but there is a unity behind 

it all, one of love for life in all its vibrations. Also 

includes great music. 

DVD RRP £17.99
Y�Code: D250222 Cygnus price: £14.99

THE CURE IS?
This beautifully presented DVD reminds us how 

our thoughts and emotions affect our physical 

body. This is a powerful package, well worth 

taking on board whether you are healthy and 

want to remain so, or currently in poor health. 

Also includes three affirmational journeys on love, 

forgiveness and empowerment. 

 
DVD  RRP £17.99 
Y�Code: 260126 Cygnus price: £14.99

THE HERO’S JOURNEY by Joseph Campbell
While the writings of Joseph Campbell are rarely daunting, 

truth be told he was an academic and they are serious 

and relatively heavy works. This, on the other hand, is the 

essential companion to his own books, an oral history of his rich 

life, full of photographs of influential artworks, illustrative images, 

and encounters between Campbell and 

other significant figures like George Lucas 

and Robert Bly. I can’t think of a better 

introduction to this great teacher who has so 

much influence over our inner cultural lives 

today. P.S. THIS IS A BOOK 
Paperback RRP £16.99
Y�Code: 260213 Cygnus price: £12.99

FINDING JOE  
“I don’t believe that people are looking for the meaning of 

life, as much as they are looking for the experience of being 

alive.” A group of contemporary spiritual teachers pay tribute to 

Joseph Campbell, outlining in particular his image of the Hero’s 

Journey. It’s hugely inspirational and beautifully shot, full of  

radiant bright colours, and including delightful 

re-enactments of myths and stories led 

by kids in everyday landscapes. It also 

illustrates the quest via classic movies like 

The Wizard of Oz and Star Wars.  

DVD RRP £16.99 
Y�Code: D220733 Cygnus price: £14.99
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THE BOOK OF 
HO’OPONOPONO 
by Luc Bodin, Nathalie Bodin 
Lamboy & Jean Graciet
Ho’oponopono comes from 

Huna, the traditional healing and 

spiritual shamanism of Hawaii 

where it was traditionally used 

to promote reconciliation within 

communities. One short phrase 

encompasses the practice of 

compassion, forgiveness, and 

gratitude. On the surface this 

appears to be something very 

simple, and yet on deeper study it 

is found to touch many elements 

of the world’s philosophies, 

spiritual practices and science, 

even dreaming. Ho’oponopono 

can be applied to anything from 

traumatic past events to minor 

daily annoyances, it seeks out 

and breaks negative cycles such 

as destructive thought patterns 

and difficult family dynamics with 

the power to resolve the negative 

and bring harmony.  

Paperback, RRP £11.99
Y�Code: 260217  
Cygnus price: £7.49

RADICAL AWAKENING 
by Amoda Maa
Amoda invites us to embrace 

the “oneness” within, reconciling 

everyday life with spirituality.  Her 

honest and authentic insights will 

appeal to those searching for a 

different way of being, in place of 

life’s usual “fight or flight” struggle. 

She examines the opportunity 

of personal transformation that’s 

accessible within the here and  

now, and suggests that we are  

each being called to “give up 

the small me” to change our 

relationship to humanity. The 

idea of non-duality is essential 

to her if we are to bridge the gap 

between personal and universal 

consciousness in an increasingly 

unstable world. Ultimately, if we  

can embrace every moment in 

order to awaken from that dream  

of separation, we can get closer  

to the divine essence in our 

everyday life.

Paperback, £9.99
Y�Code: 260216 
Cygnus price: £6.99

START HERE NOW 
by Susan Piver

This little book is almost perfect, as long as you don’t mind it being 

unashamedly Buddhist. And anyway – mindfulness is Buddhism. If 

you want to take your practice a bit further in that direction, this book 

forms a perfect introduction. Susan Piver is a high-profile teacher in 

America and her teaching here is tolerant and intelligent. She tells 

stories about how she has failed and how she has picked her life 

up again. Buddhism is the great technique for 

helping you start again. She helps you work out 

which form of Buddhism is best for you. I found 

this book so inspiring in coaxing me gently to 

build up a resilient meditation routine. I honestly 

can’t recommend it highly enough. 

Paperback, RRP £9.99
Y�Code: 260215 Cygnus price: £7.49
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SPIRITUAL BALANCE

SMILING MIND 
by Jane Martino and James Tutton

A glorious little handbag-sized book that is a handy guide to any 

newbie meditator venturing into the, often complicated, world of 

mindfulness. To some, the term mindfulness can be quite daunting 

as its meaning is not always easy to determine, but Jane and 

James explain all in an accessible and conversational tone. With 

easy, practical exercises and bite-sized explanations, this book is 

for anyone interested in starting their journey into mindfulness. The 

book itself is beautifully designed, with a bold and varying format, 

which makes each turn of the page a new and unexpected delight. 

In fact, the only drawback to this gorgeous little 

blue breath-of-fresh-air is that the text can at 

times become slightly too small. But if this 

wouldn’t affect you in a huge way, it is well 

worth persevering until the end. 

Hardback, RRP £7.99
Y�Code: 260218  Cygnus price: £4.99

OCCUPY LOVE
This is about a revolution of love, about love in political 

action. Can revolution be spiritual and does spirituality 

help revolution? Hopefully this film will encourage a 

peaceful revolution in all of us. Full of inspiring people 

demonstrating better futures.

 
DVD  RRP £17.99 
Y�Code: D250221 Cygnus price: £14.99

MORNING MANTRAS
The little book is a team 

production, a visually attractive 

compilation of pithy and inspiring 

quotes put together to energise 

and inspire. Some are by famous 

names, others are anonymous, 

but each quote has its own 

colourfully illustrated page. 

Begin on the first page with a 

photograph of London and the 

Shard towering above all the 

other buildings with the words 

“Reach for what you think is 

unreachable”, and when you 

come to the final page you will 

find the reminder “Don’t be 

inspired. Be inspirational.” Keep 

this little book by the kettle to 

choose a daily thought to ponder 

over with your morning coffee, 

or slip it into your bag or pocket 

for a quick lift at any time of day. 

You could even cut a page out to 

make a mini-poster.

Paperback, RRP £9.99
Y�Code: 260219  
Cygnus price: £6.99

NOT I, NOT OTHER THAN I     
by Russel Williams
Our world is full of books on all 

aspects of spiritual teaching, 

from the serious academic to the 

borderline flaky, but now, suddenly, 

this little book appears like a jewel 

in the rock-face of inspirational 

literature. Throughout his long and 

challenging life Russel Williams 

has been quietly dispersing his 

unique teachings to small groups, 

seeking no recognition or reward, 

just quietly changing lives. Now, 

well into his 90s, he has agreed to 

allow Steve Taylor to put together 

and publish both the story of his life 

and the essence of his teachings. A 

jewel of a book to read from cover 

to cover, then read all over again.

Russel received almost no formal 

education and there is an immense 

freshness and clarity of thought 

here which seems to rise from an 

uncluttered mind. 

Paperback, RRP £9.99
Y�Code: 260214  
Cygnus price: £7.49



Jill PurceJill Purce
Pioneer of Sound Healing,
Family & Ancestral Healing

HEALING VOICE

HEALING FAMILY & ANCESTORS - 
RESONANT FAMILY CONSTELLATIONS

HEALING VOICE
Explore the Magic of your Voice, Overtone Chanting, 
Mantra and Sacred Chants, Living Mandala Ceremonies.

HEALING FAMILY & ANCESTORS - 
RESONANT FAMILY CONSTELLATIONS
Find the keys that set yourself, family and children free;
transform clamorous ancestors into powerful guides.

Weekends London. 
Week Intensives Somerset / London: 29 Apr., 17 Jun. & 29 Oct.
www.healingvoice.com Tel. 0207 435 2467 info@healingvoice.com

Become a Cygnus Supporter and enjoy:
Guaranteed copies of Cygnus Review, four 

times a year – Carefully selected titles, tried, 
tested and reviewed just for you

Free copy of The Power of Peace in You by 
Marlise Karlin – to keep or give to a friend

Discounted entry to a number of  events 
throughout the year ¶��ZH]L�����VɈ�[OL�6UL�
World Summer Festival

Limited edition Cygnus pen – Perfect for 
when you want to make your words matter

Access to the Cygnus Café network – Meet 
up with local Cygnus supporters for mutual 
growth and support

Three 10% discount vouchers to use in 
the Cygnus Shop ¶�:H]L�L]LU�TVYL�VɈ�`V\Y�
favourite books, DVDs and resources

Special 
)ě��

Become a Cygnus supporter
Cygnus is on a journey of transformation. At its heart is a group of 
supporters who share our vision. Help us realise the potential of this growing 
community – join Cygnus today for £25 (UK) and £35 (overseas)

GIFT THE GIFT  
OF A MEMBERSHIP!
Buy a membership for 
yourself and treat a friend for 
a combined price of £40 (UK 
only) - saving £10

Join online, by phone  
or by post

www.cygnusreview.com
or call 02078 594 375

* The Power of Peace in You is only available for memberships taken out or renewed before 30th August 2016
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gift


